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NEW QUESTION: 1
The guidance Splunk gives for estimating size on for syslog data is 50% of original data size.
How does this divide between files in the index?
A. rawdata is: 35%, tsidx is: 15%
B. rawdata is: 10%, tsidx is: 40%
C. rawdata is: 40%, tsidx is: 10%
D. rawdata is: 15%, tsidx is: 35%
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have four sales managers. Each sates manager is located in a different business unit and is
assigned the Sales Manager security role. The sales managers have access to the records of
every sales user in their respective business unit and the subordinate business units.
You need to recommend a solution to provide the sales managers with access to all of the
records created by the sales users across all of the business units. The solution must prevent
access to the case records.
What should you include in the recommendation?
A. the Position hierarchy
B. the Sales Managers security role privileges set to Parent: Child Business Units
C. the Manager hierarchy
D. the security roles assigned to the sales managers from the root business unit
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which group of DB2 ACCOUNTING trace CLASSES must be started to collect accounting
information for PLANS and PACKAGES?
A. CLASS(1, 2,3,7,8)
B. CLASS(2,7,8)
C. CLASS(1,5,10)
D. CLASS(1,2,3)
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Recently a company updated their network infrastructure. A user reports that a laptop is
experiencing slower network speeds since the update. Which of the following would the
technician replace, rather than purchase a new device?
A. Hard drive
B. Wireless NIC
C. CPU
D. RAM
Answer: B
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